Write the word that completes each sentence.

a. The brave __________ fought the enemy.

b. The little mouse ate the cracker __________.

c. My shoe lace has a __________.

d. Dad used a __________ to fix the leaking pipe.

e. When I tripped over the rock, I bruised my left __________.

f. The sheep had a baby __________.

g. I cracked the egg and saw two egg __________.

h. I used a __________ to get the tangles out of my hair.
Write the word that completes each sentence.

a. The brave **knight** fought the enemy.

b. The little mouse ate the cracker **crumbs**.

c. My shoe lace has a **knot**.

d. Dad used a **wrench** to fix the leaking pipe.

e. When I tripped over the rock, I bruised left **knee**.

f. The sheep had a baby **lamb**.

g. I cracked the egg and saw two egg **yolk**.

h. I used a **curls comb** to get the tangles out of my hair.